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On behalf of the Organizing Committee, it is our great pleasure to welcome you to
the 10th Swedish Congress on Internet Interventions (SweSRII). The Congress is
held at the Department of Psychology at the Linnaeus University in Växjö.
We have invited researchers from Sweden and all over Europe to share their
knowledge and experiences on using and developing Internet-based
interventions. The aim of our conference is to contribute to the development and
dissemination of best possible psychological interventions to help people in need.
The Organizing Committee

Viktor Kaldo
Professor, Linnaeus University, Växjö

Gerhard Andersson
Professor, Linköping University

Per Carlbring
Professor, Stockholm University

George Vlaescu
Webmaster, Linköping University
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Practical information
•

Meeting location: The meeting will be held in in the House K, Sal Weber at the
Linnaeus University. See the map below.

•

Travel by bus no 3 towards the University. Closest bus stop 3-4 min walk from the
station (see city map), get off at station “Linnéuniversitetet” (see University map).
Credit cards (or cash) can be used on busses.

•

By taxi: Call +46 (0) 470-16 000 (TaxiKurir).

Map of Linnaeus
University
(Bus station and meeting
building are circled and
preferred entrance marked
by arrow)

Map of train
station and bus
3 to University
(Train station and
Bus 3 circled)
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Scientific Program
11:00

Registration

11:30

Viktor Kaldo
Welcome and practical information

11:40

George Vlaescu, Linköping University
The Iterapi platform - What next? Developments and challenges

11:55

Kerstin Blom, Karolinska Institute & Haukeland University Hospital
A combination treatment for comorbid insomnia and depression vs.
depression treatment and placebo - a randomized trial

12:10

Lunch

13:00

Philip Lindner, Stockholm University
Moving Virtual Reality interventions out from the lab and into clinics
and homes: Three ongoing and planned effectiveness studies in Sweden
and usage data from a 1st-generation public app

13:15

Tomas Nygren, Linköping University
Internet-based treatment of depressive symptoms in a Kurdish
population: a randomized controlled trial

13:30

Erik Forsell, Karolinska Institute
Early change in symptom measures to predict treatment failure in
regular care ICBT for depression, social phobia and panic disorder

13:45

Reidar Nævdal and Kjersti Skare, Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
Personalised Internet-delivered treatment for comorbid mental
disorders: protocol for a randomised controlled non-inferiority trial

14:00

Sarah Vigerland, Karolinska Institute
Disseminating Internet-delivered CBT for Children in an Outpatient
Clinic in Rural Sweden – an ongoing study
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14:15

Charlotte Mühlmann, Danish Research Institute for Suicide Prevention
The Self-help Online against Suicidal Thoughts (SOS) Trial – first results
from a Danish randomized controlled trial

14:30

Amanda Simonsson, Svenska internetbehandlingsregistret (SibeR)
Preparing for Dissemination and Implementation of iCBT in Routine
Primary Care in Uppsala County

14:45

Coffee break

15:15

Gerhard Andersson, Linköping University
Tailored internet treatment for depression. A factorial design trial on
the role of support and choice of treatment components

15:30

Alexander Miloff, Stockholm University
Rapid evaluation of exposure therapy technologies using physiological
response: a randomized cross-over trial

15:45

Frida Wickberg and Fredrik Johansson, BUP Stockholms Läns Landsting
ICBT for OCD in children and adolescents with co-morbid ASD

16:00

Matilda Berg, Linköping University
Guided internet-based Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for Adolescents
With Anxiety – A Factorial Design Study

16:15

Martin Kraepelien, Karolinska Institute
Individually tailored ICBT in routine psychiatric care

16:30

Fruit break

16:45

Alexander Rozental, Karolinska Institute
Treating procrastination using cognitive behavior therapy: A pragmatic
randomized controlled trial comparing treatment delivered via the
Internet or in groups
Fabian Lenhard, Karolinska Institute
The internet intervention Patient Adherence Scale (iiPAS): Development
and psychometric evaluation in a clinical sample of children and
adolescents

17:00
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17:15

Nils Gasslander, Uppsala University
Tailored Internet-Delivered Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Patients
with Chronic Pain and Comorbid Psychiatric Distress

17:30

Per Carlbring, Stockholm University
Social Anxiety Disorder: Diagnostic Specific Treatment vs. Unified
Protocol

17:45

Closing and Dinner (just outside the meeting room Weber)
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Presentation Abstracts
(sorted by last name of the authors)

Gerhard Andersson, Linköping University, Sweden
Tailored internet treatment for depression. A factorial design trial on the role of support and
choice of treatment components
While there are several controlled trials on the effects of Internet-delivered CBT (ICBT) for
depression most have used a traditional controlled trial design with one or two active
treatments and a control condition (most often waitlist control). Another way to investigate
components of interventions is to run factorial design trials. In the present study we included
197 persons with depression and or elevated symptoms of depression. They were randomly
assigned to eight groups in design with three factors. The treatment was tailored ICBT with a
range treatment modules. The first factor was form of support with either scheduled support
or support on demand. The second factor was self-tailored versus tailoring done be a clinician
informed by a patient interview. The third factor was supervision vs no supervision on client
cases. Results showed moderate to large within-group effects (d = 0.73 - 1.23) on measures of
depression and anxiety, but no difference between scheduled and support on demand from
clinicians or any effect of supervision. However, unexpectedly, there was an effect of selfselection with a between group effect of d = 0.43. The present study has two important
implications. First, it illustrates the value of factorial design trials and second if replicated the
finding that self-selection of treatment components work could influence how ICBT is set up
in future trials and clinical applications.
Gerhard Andersson, Simon Juhlin, Carl Wahlström, Anna Steneskog, Anna Tholcke, Edvard de
Fine Licht, Simon Färdeman, Kristofer Vernmark

Matilda Berg, Linköping University, Sweden
Guided internet-based Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for Adolescents With Anxiety – A Factorial
Design Study.
Introduction: Anxiety is a burden for many adolescents in Sweden today. Yet there is still a
lack of access to effective care for the youths in need. Internet-delivered cognitive behaviour
therapy (ICBT) is a treatment format with the potential to increase accessibility of evidencebased care. The efficacy of ICBT in adolescents are promising but little is known about how
ICBT should be adapted and delivered in the best possible way for this population. Thus, the
overall aim of this study was to examine the effect of internet-based cognitive behavioral
therapy (ICBT) for adolescents with clinically significant anxiety. More specifically, the aim
was to evaluate the additive effects of learning support and therapeutic guidance through
chat-sessions on treatment outcome.
Method: Using a two-by-two factorial design, a total of 120 adolescents were randomized to
one of four different intervention groups: 1) ICBT with therapeutic guidance through mail. 2)
ICBT with therapeutic guidance through chat. 3) ICBT with learning support and therapeutic
7
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guidance through mail. 4) ICBT with learning support and therapeutic guidance through chat.
The treatment had a transdiagnostic approach and went on for eight weeks.
Results: Overall, the treatment had a significant effect on all outcome measures. Mainly, the
results revealed reduced symptoms on the two primary outcome measures (BAI, d = 0.78,
BDI, d = 1.03). The analyses showed mixed results regarding the effect of the two independent
variables on treatment outcome. A significant effect of learning support was found on the
primary outcome measures (BAI, d= 1.03; BDI d = 0.67). Adding chat-sessions with a
therapist, however, did not affect the main outcomes. Analyses on secondary outcomes
showed a significant effect of learning support on knowledge acquisition (d = 0.27) and a
significant effect of chat was found on self-esteem (d = 0.11).
Conclusion: These results show that ICBT can reduce anxiety and depressive symptoms in
adolescents. By being one of the first studies to examine the relative effect of different
components in ICBT for adolescents, this study primarily highlights the potential of learning
support to enhance the effects of ICBT on treatment outcome.
Matilda Berg, Karin Strömberg, Linn Viberg, Josefine de Brun Mags, Erik Wallner, Maja Näsman,
Hanna Åhman, Kristin Silfvernagel, Alexander Rozental, George Vlaescu, Gerhard Andersson

Kerstin Blom, Karolinska Institute, Sweden & Haukeland University Hospital, Norway
A combination treatment for comorbid insomnia and depression vs. depression treatment and
placebo - a randomized trial
Context: Comorbid insomnia and depression is common, but seldom adequately treated.
Cognitive behavioral therapy, CBT, for depression is recommended for these patients in most
guidelines, but the most common treatment is antidepressants, sometimes combined with
sleep medication. Insomnia treatment only (CBT-i), seems more effective in treating comorbid
insomnia and depression than CBT for depression only. Effects might be enhanced if methods
for treating depression were added to CBT-i. This trial tries a new combination treatment,
encompassing methods from both CBT-i and CBT for depression. The new treatment is
compared to CBT for depression with a placebo intervention for insomnia, representing the
best-case treatment as usual.
Methods: N = 126 adults diagnosed with insomnia and major depression, randomized to
either CBT for insomnia and depression, or CBT for depression with placebo intervention for
insomnia, both 12 weeks and psychologist-guided. Follow-ups at 6 and 36 months. Primary
outcome: Insomnia Severity Index and Montgomery Åsberg Depression Rating Scale – Self
rated.
Interventions: Key elements from CBT-i and CBT for depression, vs. CBT for depression plus a
placebo insomnia intervention.
Results: Preliminary analysis show that CBT for insomnia and depression is slightly but
significantly more efficient than depression and placebo for insomnia, and equally efficient for
depression.
Conclusions: Preliminary conclusions are that treating insomnia and depression in parallel,
using a brief Internet-based treatment, is better than only treating depression, in patients
with both diagnosis.
Kerstin Blom, Susanna Jernelöv, Erik Forsell, Nils Lindefors, Viktor Kaldo
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Per Carlbring, Stockholm University, Sweden
Social Anxiety Disorder: Diagnostic Specific Treatment vs. Unified Protocol
Traditionally, Cognitive Behavior Therapy researchers have developed and tested diagnostic
specific treatment manuals. Most of which are efficacious. However, since comorbidity
between anxiety and mood disorders is common and as the choice of the best suited
treatment manual for each patient can be hard when delivering the treatment via the internet,
transdiagnostic interventions have been put forward.
The purpose of this study was to compare the effect of unified protocol vs. diagnostic specific
treatment in a group of 147 individuals with social anxiety. The score on Liebowitz Social
Anxiety Scale at pre-treatment was M=52.7.
The interventions were both delivered via the internet during 9 weeks. In addition, the
relative effect of no guidance vs. guidance on demand was investigated in a factorial design
with 25 % of the patients randomized into each of the four groups. The preliminary results at
week 9 show large within group effects (average Cohen’s d = 1,03), but no significant
between-group differences as measured with the self-report MINI-SPIN-R and OASIS/ODSIS.
Per Carlbring, Matilda Enoh, Lichen Ma, Gerhard Andersson, Philip Lindner

Erik Forsell, Karolinska Institute, Sweden
Early change in symptom measures to predict treatment failure in regular care ICBT for
depression, social phobia and panic disorder
Introduction: Internet delivered Cognitive Behavior therapy (ICBT) is effective yet 5-10%
deteriorate and 30-60% do not respond adequately to treatment, and clinicians cannot
predict this reliably. Baseline prediction is inconclusive, but continuous monitoring of
symptom change during early treatment has shown more promise.
Method: Baseline and weekly symptom scores of patients who have undergone ICBT for Major
Depressive Disorder (n~2000), Social Anxiety Disorder (n~1000) and Panic Disorder
(n~1000) and the Internet Psychiatry Clinic in Stockholm, Sweden, were used. Prediction
targets were post-treatment symptom scores that were then categorized into treatment
response (50% symptom reduction), remission (post-score below clinical cut-off),
deterioration (minimally significant increase in symptoms) and treatment success (defined as
being either a significant responder or a remitter). Increasingly complex models were used
from Simple regression using only Pre-treatment scores to Multivariate Regression using all
weekly scores until post-treatment in order to find a suitable timepoint for prediction
balancing accuracy with time left in treatment for intervention with at-risk patients. Finally,
Longitudinal Multilevel Modeling was used with timepoints nested within patients and
allowing for random intercept and slope. All regression analyses were used to predict a final
score for an individual that was then checked against different cutoffs for response, remission,
deterioration and success and dichotomized accordingly. These predicted categorical
outcomes were then compared to observed categorical outcomes using the F(1)-score as the
primary accuracy measure.
Results and Conclusion: Preliminary results and implications will be presented and discussed.
Erik Forsell, Nils Isacsson, Nils Lindefors, Viktor Kaldo
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Nils Gasslander, Uppsala University, Sweden
Tailored Internet-Delivered Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Patients with Chronic Pain and
Comorbid Psychiatric Distress
Introduction: Patients suffering from chronic pain often experience comorbid psychiatric
distress. Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) has been shown to be effective in treating both
these problems. Delivering relevant treatment can present difficulties due to logistics, cost
and lack of personnel with required competence. A possible solution could be delivering CBT
though the internet (iCBT), thus sidestepping logistical issues while lowering costs. Though
several studies have shown iCBT to be efficacious in treating pain and psychiatric conditions
separately, research on a combined approach is scarce.
Methods: Randomized controlled trial to study efficacy of an iCBT treatment for patients with
chronic pain and comorbid psychiatric distress. 186 participants were recruited from a local
pain clinic and randomized to treatment or waiting-list. Treatment was tailored on the level of
individual participants, enabling patients suffering a wide range of pain- and psychiatric
conditions to be recruited. Finally, 12-month follow up data will be collected, and an
additional treatment program designed to improve initial effects after 12-months will be
evaluated.
Results: Preliminary results show positive outcomes on several measures of mood, as well as
acceptance, catastrophizing, disability, coping strategies and quality of life. Preliminary
predictor analyses have shown treatment credibility to be an important predictor of outcome,
and early module-completion as predicting treatment compliance. At the time of the
conference final analysis results will be presented.
Conclusions: Preliminary analyses suggest that iCBT is a promising approach for treating
patients with chronic pain and comorbid psychiatric distress. Thus, tailored iCBT could be a
useful alternative for patients for which logistics on other issues present barriers for
traditional treatment. Improving treatment credibility and engaging participants early on is
likely important for treatment outcome and compliance. Waiting-list comparison limits
conclusions that can be made however, and further research should focus on comparisons
with active controls.
Nils Gasslander

Martin Kraepelien, Karolinska Institute, Sweden
Individually tailored ICBT in routine psychiatric care
ICBT has been a part of routine psychiatric care in Sweden for 11 years at the ICBT clinic in
Stockholm. Both assessment process and treatment content are based on a disorder-specific
paradigm, targeting one specific condition at a time. Individually-tailored treatments, with the
opportunity to target more than one condition, has lately been evaluated in randomized trials
with promising results. To implement individually-tailored treatment in an up and running
disorder-specific process creates challenges such as how to measure outcome on disorderspecific scales without flooding the patient with assessment forms. This talk will describe
experiences from a feasibility study of an individually-tailored treatment within the routine
care at the Swedish ICBT clinic.
Martin Kraepelien, Viktor Kaldo
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Fabian Lenhard, Karolinska Institute, Sweden
The internet intervention Patient Adherence Scale (iiPAS): Development and psychometric
evaluation in a clinical sample of children and adolescents
Introduction: Patient adherence is defined as the extent to which a patient complies with
medical or health advice. Previous results from the psychotherapy field indicate that there are
clinically relevant associations between patient adherence and treatment outcomes. However,
measures of adherence have not been adapted to modern, internet-delivered formats of
psychological interventions. The objective of this study was to develop and psychometrically
evaluate a novel measure, the internet intervention Patient Adherence Scale (iiPAS).
Methods: In collaboration with experts in the field, a clinician-rated, five item measure was
developed. The initial scale was tested in a sample of N=50 children and adolescents
participating in internet-delivered cognitive behavior therapy (ICBT). A revised version of the
iiPAS was then administered to N=148 children and adolescents with various mental health
conditions receiving ICBT. The scale was analyzed according to a classical test theory
framework.
Results: The iiPAS demonstrated overall excellent internal consistency. Factor analyses
revealed one underlying factor, explaining about 80% of the variance. The iiPAS was
associated with objective measures of patient activity in ICBT (number of logins, total time
logged in, number of written characters). Furthermore, the iiPAS demonstrated a significant
association with treatment outcome.
Conclusions: This evaluation demonstrated sound psychometric characteristics of the iiPAS in
a sample of children and adolescents receiving ICBT. The iiPAS could be a useful measurement
tool to capture adherence and to further understand the importance of patient adherence in
internet therapy settings. Further evaluations with different diagnostic categories, formats of
internet-delivered psychological interventions and age groups are warranted.
Fabian Lenhard, Kajsa Mitsell, Maral Jostedt, Sarah Vigerland, Johan Bjureberg, Hanna Sahlin,
Per Andrén, Martina Nord, Tove Wahlund, Kristina Aspvall, Karin Melin, David Mataix-Cols, Eva
Serlachius, Jens Högström

Philip Lindner, Stockholm University, Sweden
Moving Virtual Reality interventions out from the lab and into clinics and homes: Three ongoing
and planned effectiveness studies in Sweden and usage data from a 1st-generation public app
Virtual Reality (VR) technology can be used to conduct exposure therapy with virtual stimuli,
and to create immersive virtual environments for stress relaxation and pain distraction.
Despite decades of research and dozens of studies having revealed good efficacy and
burgeoning effectiveness, VR interventions have yet to see widespread dissemination in realworld mental health settings or as consumer products. However, with the recent release of
consumer VR hardware and mature ecosystems for development and dissemination of VR
applications, the time is now ripe to design a new generation of VR interventions, and to
implement and evaluate their effectiveness in their intended settings.
This presentation describes three such ongoing projects. The first project will study whether a
VR “Calm room” in a psychiatric inpatient ward (n=100) is as effective in reducing patient
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agitation as a physical “Calm room”. The second project is a randomized, waiting-list
controlled trial (n=50) at an occupational healthcare clinic and will evaluate the effectiveness
of VR exposure therapy for public speaking anxiety. The third project is a randomized
controlled trial comparing VR pain distraction to tablet gaming for post-operative pain after
laparoscopic appendectomy in adolescents. The implementation efforts and results of these
three studies will provide a first glimpse of how VR interventions can be integrated into
regular care in Sweden.
Additionally, we present two years of unique, actual usage and uptake data from the first
generation of consumer-targeted VR interventions, the Happy Place application available on
the Oculus store since October 2016. Since then, the application has seen n=39,019 unique
active users, with weekly active users ranging between 200 and 2000 (approx.). Average
session duration is approximately five minutes, which is shorter than intended. Usage of a
gamepad ranged from 3-2% during the period, while headphone usage was stable at around
33%. Average framerate was approximately 56 FPS out of an intended 60, with a 12%
overheating event rate. These findings reveal that while consumer VR mental health
applications have a great and unprecedented dissemination potential, user engagement was
relatively low and the application was seldom used as intended, emphasizing the need to
consider real-world usage data in the development of consumer applications.
Philip Lindner, Almira Osmanovic Thunström, Anders Sondén, Steinn Steingrimsson, William
Hamilton, Alexander Miloff, Per Carlbring

Alexander Miloff, Stockholm University, Sweden
Rapid evaluation of exposure therapy technologies using physiological response: a randomized
cross-over trial
Introduction: Exposure therapy is a highly effective treatment for anxiety disorders and is
increasingly being conducted using low-cost virtual reality (VR) technology. The current pace
of development of such technology suggests the need for a rapid, systematic means of
evaluating novel VR hardware and software for its ability to induce physiological response,
long considered necessary for emotional fear and anxiety processing.
Methods: Using a randomized cross-over design, a healthy student population (N = 22) was
evaluated for changes in heart rate and skin conductance response (SCR) during a single 6minute total exposure to virtual spider and neutral control conditions using the Oculus Rift VR
headset. Physiological data was collected with a BIOPAC 150 system and CG100C amplifier for
skin conductance.
Results: Participants randomized to spider-first and control-first conditions both obtained a
significantly higher number of heart beats (F(1,18) = 6.843, p = .018) and SCR spikes (F(1,19)
= 4.950, p = .038) in the spider-condition as compared to the control-condition. Pre-exposure
fear of spiders and high/low (mean-split) presence and simulator sickness scores were not
associated with physiological response (p’s > .325, .15 and .051, respectively).
Conclusion: This study suggests that physiological indicators are a sensitive measure of
anxiety even using rapid testing methodology in a healthy population and controlling for the
effects of VR immersion using a cross-over design. Future studies should consider evaluating
physiological response using a similar methodology but with lower-cost (more
computationally constrained) VR headsets, newly released augmented reality technologies, or
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in sub-clinical populations for disorders with less-overtly fear-inducing stimuli. A larger
sample size would improve sub-group analysis.
Alexander Miloff, William Hamilton, Bartosz Bohaterewicz, Philip Lindner, Lena Reuterskiöld,
Stephan Wiens, Per Carlbring

Charlotte Mühlmann, Danish Research Institute for Suicide Prevention, Denmark
The Self-help Online against Suicidal Thoughts (SOS) Trial – first results from a Danish
randomized controlled trial
Aim: The suicide rate in Denmark has not decreased over recent years, and additional suicide
preventive efforts are needed. The aim of the SOS-trial is to examine the effectiveness of a
semi-guided Internet-based self-help program.
Methods: A total of 439 people with suicide thoughts was recruited from the Danish suicide
hotline “The Lifeline” and other venues, from September 2016 to September 2018 and
randomly allocated to the intervention or a waiting list. The primary outcome is frequency
and intensity of suicidal ideation. Follow-ups are conducted at 6 and 32 weeks after inclusion.
Intervention: The semi-guided self-help intervention is based on a Dutch intervention
program developed by professor Ad Kerkhof. It is primarily based on Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy and consists of 6 modules. The participants received written guidance and were
contacted if they were at high risk of suicide or inactive in the program. The control group
was assigned to a waiting list for 32 weeks.
Results: The 6-weeks outcome data will be collected in the autumn of 2018 and the first data
will be presented at the conference. Preliminary baseline data show that around 16% of the
participants have severe suicide thoughts (Beck Scale for Suicidal Ideation>26) and around
half have previously attempted suicide.
Conclusions: People with severe suicide thoughts are interested in Internet-based
interventions. The intervention will in 2020 be implemented at the Danish Lifeline and
provide a supplement to the existing treatment offers.
Charlotte Mühlmann, Trine Madsen, Ad Kerkhof, Merete Nordentoft, Annette Erlangsen

Reidar Nævdal, Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway
Personalised Internet-delivered treatment for comorbid mental disorders: protocol for a
randomised controlled non-inferiority trial
The main objective of this study is to meet the needs of patients with two or more cooccurring mental disorders, through personalisation of treatment content.
Internet-delivered Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (ICBT) has been shown to be as effective as
traditional CBT, when it includes brief online support by a therapist and is preceded by
thorough diagnostics and assessments. The majority of studies have evaluated an ICBTprogram for one specific condition. This has the disadvantage that the ability to handle several
co-occurring disorders is very limited. Individual face-to-face CBT does not suffer from this
limitation but is on the other hand expensive and has problems with accessibility.
Our solution to this is to develop a Personalised Internet-delivered treatment with therapist
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guidance (Personalised ICBT). Patients in Personalised ICBT will receive an initial 4-week
transdiagnostic treatment, with basic interventions directed at depression and anxiety
(behavioral activation and exposure therapy). After 4 weeks, an semi-automated assessment
based on patient symptoms will be the basis for designing a personalised package of
therapeutic methods, unique for each patient, with which the patient will work for the
remaining treatment period of 10 weeks. The Personalised ICBT will be compared to
individual face-to-face CBT, which will be provided by experts and have the same treatment
length, 14 weeks. If found effective, Personalised ICBT will become a part of the regular
treatment offer at the established Internet treatment clinic within the Haukeland University
Hospital - eMeistring - which currently offers treatment in the western region, at the Vestfold
Hospital in the south east region and, through the free hospital choice, all of Norway.
Reidar Nævdal, Kjersti Skare, Martin Kraepelien, Viktor Kaldo, Tine Nordgreen, Kerstin Blom

Tomas Nygren, Linköping University, Sweden
Internet-based treatment of depressive symptoms in a Kurdish population: a randomized
controlled trial
Introduction: Kurdish immigrants in Sweden have a doubled risk of mental health problems,
including depression, compared to the majority population. Previous research has shown
refugee and immigrant populations to under-utilize mental health services, with barriers
including both cultural and structural factors. Internet-based Cognitive Behaviour Therapy
(ICBT) has been shown to be effective in treating depression. It has been hypothesised that
ICBT could increase treatment seeking for some groups by offering increased anonymity and
accessibility. The present study investigated the efficacy of culturally adapted guided ICBT for
depressive symptoms among a Kurdish population.
Methods: In total, 50 individuals were included and randomized to either an eight-week
treatment or wait-list control. Self-reported symptoms of depression on the BDI-II was used
as the primary outcome measure. Secondary outcome measures of anxiety and insomnia were
also used.
Results: Depressive symptoms were significantly reduced from baseline to posttreatment
(intention-to-treat analysis) in the treatment group relative to the control group (F(1, 47) =
22.07, p < .001) with a between group effect size at post-treatment of Cohen’s d = 1.27, 95%
Confidence Interval (CI) [0.64 - 1.86]. Moderate to large between group effects in favour of the
treatment group were also observed on all secondary outcome measures. Treatment effects
were sustained at 11-month follow-up.
Conclusions: In sum, the results provide preliminary support for culturally adapted ICBT as an
effective and acceptable complement to other treatment formats for treating symptoms of
depression in a Kurdish population.
Tomas Nygren, David Brohede, Kocher Koshnaw, Shevan Sherzad Osman, Robert Johansson,
Gerhard Andersson
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Alexander Rozental, Karolinska Institute, Sweden
Treating procrastination using cognitive behavior therapy: A pragmatic randomized controlled
trial comparing treatment delivered via the Internet or in groups
Introduction: Procrastination is a common problem among university students, with at least
half of the population reporting great difficulties initiating or completing certain tasks and
assignments. Procrastination can have a negative impact on course grades and the ability to
achieve a university degree, but can also lead to psychological distress, such as, stress and
anxiety. Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) is often considered treatment of choice, but few
studies have investigated its effectiveness in regular clinical settings. The current study
explored its treatment effects using a pragmatic randomized controlled trial comparing
treatment delivered during eight weeks as unguided self-help via the Internet (ICBT) or as
group CBT.
Methods: In total, 92 university students with severe procrastination were included in the
study (registered as a clinical trial on Clinicaltrials.gov: NCT02112383). Outcome measures
included self-reported procrastination, depression, anxiety, and physical and psychological
well-being, which were distributed at pre- and post-treatment, as well as six-month follow-up.
An outcome measure of procrastination was also administered weekly.
Results: Linear mixed and fixed effects models were calculated, along with improvement and
deterioration rates. The results showed that both unguided ICBT and group CBT yielded large
within-group effect sizes on procrastination, Cohen’s d = 1.24-1.29, 95% Confidence Interval
(CI) [0.76-1.74], and small to moderate benefits for depression, anxiety, and well-being, d =
0.37-0.68, 95% CI [-0.06-1.12]. In total, 32.6% were improved at post-treatment and 45.6% at
follow-up. No differences between conditions were observed directly after the treatment
period, however, participants in group CBT continued or maintained their improvement at
follow-up, while participants in unguided ICBT showed signs of deterioration.
Conclusion: The findings from the current study suggest that CBT might be an effective
treatment for students with problems of procrastination, but that a group format may be
better for some in order to sustain their benefits over time.
Alexander Rozental, David Forsström, Philip Lindner, Simon Nilsson, Lina Mårtensson, Angela
Rizzo, Gerhard Andersson, Per Carlbring

Amanda Simonsson, Svenska internetbehandlingsregistret (SibeR), Sweden
Preparing for Dissemination and Implementation of iCBT in Routine Primary Care in Uppsala
County
Introduction: Since 2016 all 21 counties in Sweden are connected to the national platform for
internet-treatments Stöd och Behandling (SoB). Internet-treatments are being implemented
and organized in different ways in the different counties. Many counties have reported
challenge in finding the right form of implementation and organization for internettreatments in routine care. Mental health is one of the largest problem areas in public health
today and most care seekers contact primary care providers. More than a third of individuals
on sick leave is because of mental health problems. Uppsala County decided in 2015 to have a
special focus on mental health. One result of this was to start a three year project with the goal
of a broad and orderly implementation of iCBT in primary routine care. A part of the project
15
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has been a pilot study of two treatment programs (iCBT for depression and insomnia),
implemented in three primary care facilities. The purpose of this pilot study was to collect
different types of data to inform a broader implementation and dissemination of iCBT in
routine care. Both quantitative and qualitative data has been collected.
Methods: The National Quality Registry for Internet-delivered treatments in Sweden (SibeR)
has been used to collect data in the pilot study. The three primary care facilities have
registered data in SibeR to evaluate process, and outcome measurements. Patients have
answered a survey with questions about their experiences of iCBT and the care process. ICBTtherapists and management at the three primary care units have been interviewed. We have
also evaluated the care process, the use of a structured patient journal, assessment, routines
for feedback and reminders, and routines for registering in SibeR.
Results: A number of different factors that could facilitate or hinder a broader implementation
have been identified. Outcome and process measurements from the pilot study will also be
presented.
Conclusions: In general the results support how easy it is to underestimate how much work
goes in to a good implementation and organization of iCBT in routine care.
Amanda Simonsson, Cecilia Svanborg, Pontus Bjurner

Sarah Vigerland, Karolinska Institute, Sweden
Disseminating Internet-delivered CBT for Children in an Outpatient Clinic in Rural Sweden – an
ongoing study
Internet-delivered cognitive behavior therapy (ICBT) for children with anxiety and related
disorders has shown promising results in several randomized clinical trials. At the child- and
adolescent psychiatry in Region Jämtland Härjedalen, a rural area of Sweden, there is only one
outpatient clinic, resulting in travel times of up to three hours for some families. A pilotfeasibility trial (n=19) in Region Jämtland Härjedalen previously showed that both
participants and clinicians accepted the ICBT-treatment and that ICBT was effective for a
proportion of the children (Jolstedt et al., 2018).
Objective: The aim of the present study is to evaluate the effectiveness of ICBT when
disseminated at the same rural clinical setting in Region Jämtland Härjedalen.
Methods: During two years (October 2016-September 2018) children and adolescents with
anxiety disorders or obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) will be consecutively included in
this open trial and offered 12 weeks of therapist-guided ICBT. Exclusion criteria will be kept
to a minimum. Patients are assessed through face-to-face interview and online questionnaires
(child and parent ratings) at baseline before inclusion, and again after 12 (post-treatment)
and 24 (follow-up) weeks.
Results: Preliminary results will be presented. Between October 1st 2016 and August 22nd
2018, 158 patients have been referred to ICBT. So far, 92 (58%) interviews have been
conducted and 74 (47%) have started treatment. Of those who have completed treatment so
far, 11 (18%) have dropped out of treatment. On average, 8 of 12 internet-modules have been
completed by participating families. So far, 48% of patients have been discharged from the
clinic after ICBT-treatment and the three-month follow-up period.
Discussion: So far, both clinicians and patients have shown interest in ICBT as a treatment
alternative at the clinic. This study will provide important information on the acceptability
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and effectiveness of ICBT when disseminated in a rural outpatient clinic within Swedish
regular health care.
Sarah Vigerland, Fabian Lenhard, Kristina Aspvall, Maral Jolstedt, David Mataix-Cols, Brjánn
Ljótsson, Eva Serlachius

George Vlaescu, Linköping University, Sweden
The Iterapi platform - What next? Developments and challenges
The Iterapi platform has been developed at Linköping University by the “Internet, health and
clinical psychology research group” and has been running more than 120 research studies on
internet treatment over the past 18 years.
We plan to shortly present now some of the current developments and new features on the
platform as well as what challenges we have recently encountered and we expect in the
future.
George Vlaescu, Per Carlbring, Gerhard Andersson

Frida Wickberg, BUP Stockholms Läns Landsting, Sweden
ICBT for OCD in children and adolescents with co-morbid ASD
Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) affects about 1 % of the population, and is often associated
with comorbid psychiatric diagnoses. One of the most common comorbidities is ObsessiveCompulsive Disorder (OCD), affecting 37 % of the ASD-population.
Our research group has tested ICBT for OCD for neurotypical children and adolescents and
shown large with-in group and moderate between-group effects. To our knowledge, there are
no published studies evaluating ICBT for persons with ASD.
In an ongoing pilot study, we are evaluating the feasibility of ICBT for OCD in children and
adolescents with ASD. The research questions are: 1) Do families accept and complete
treatment?; 2) Is ICBT potentially efficacious in reducing OCD symptoms? And 3) Are the
participants and their parents satisfied with the treatment? The study will include 18
participants and evaluate with-in group effect, with CY-BOCS as the primary outcome
measure.
There are several potential advantages with using the internet to deliver CBT to persons with
ASD. Visual anonymity, a more flexible pace of communication and the permanence of text has
been reported to make communication more comfortable for this group. Text-based
communication lessens difficulties with non-verbal communication. ICBT also provides a high
degree of visual support (e.g. videos, pictures) and structure - features that have been
suggested to be especially helpful for children and adolescents with ASD.
In 2015-2016 our group conducted an unpublished case series-study to test the acceptance
and feasibility of the standard ICBT protocol for four adolescents with ASD and OCD. This
suggested that the treatment needed further adaptations to better suit this group of patients.
Since then, modifications to the original treatment program has been made in order to
facilitate exposure exercises. This includes information on how to regulate strong feelings,
how to facilitate generalization of exposure exercises, how to reduce mental rigidity in
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exposures and how to use cognitive aids in exposures. It also includes support scheduling
working on the treatment and stresses the need for high parental involvement throughout the
treatment. These add-on modifications to the ICBT-protocol build on clinical experience, as
well as suggestions made by other authors on how to enhance CBT for individuals with ASD.
In our talk we will describe these modifications, that hopefully will help make ICBT an
effective treatment for the ASD-population.
Frida Wickberg, Fredrik Johansson
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